Virtual Solutions Forum

Oil & Gas

Objective-based Security Drives Effective Solutions

Friday, July 10th, 2020
Opt-in Lead Guarantee: 300+

More than ever does the control systems security market have many available security improvement options in technologies and solutions. The threats are known and the industry understands the need to improve security. However, with limited availability of funding for security improvements, only through objective oriented security can an organization select the right solution to meet their needs. How will organizations establish these objectives? What is needed to meet these objectives?

The SANS Oil & Gas Solutions Forum will explore these questions through invited speakers while showcasing current capabilities available today. Sponsors will showcase their products and services to a high level of security practitioners and cybersecurity decision makers, as well as help in developing a compelling agenda for the forum.

Sponsorship Opportunities

Platinum (Limited Availability)
- Session or panel speaking slot
- Receipt of all leads from Simulcast and archived Simulcast viewings
- Receive edited and full mp4 recording of the sessions
- Premium logo placement and advertisement of sponsorship level in marketing information

Silver
- Branding only
- Receipt of all leads from Simulcast and archived Simulcast viewings
- Logo included in marketing materials

Sample Agenda
- Opening Keynote - Chairperson
- Case Studies or Expert Discussions
- Industry Panel
- Closing Address

Contact us at vendor@sans.org for more information on sponsoring.